[Hospital use of fresh frozen plasma].
The aim of this work is double. On the one hand, to assess if the measures to strictly control the clinical indications of fresh-frozen plasma (FFP) transfusion may lead to a decrease of its use, and on the other to assess the importance of FFP with regard to other blood components, along with disclosing the number and characteristics of the more patients and those who receive only FFP. Starting from data of the blood bank and the hospital records, an analysis of the use of FFP in the General Hospital was carried out, and it was correlated with the use of other blood components, mostly red cells (RC), and the hospital indices expressed as DRG. An analysis was also performed of the use of FFP in 1996 with regard to the number of transfused patients, mean consumed units in general and according to patient-groups, association with RC use and identification of high-use patients (defined as requiring over 3 FFP units). A decrease in the use of FFP between 1992 and 1996 was appreciated, from 1,385 to 760 units. This decrease, when correlated with the use of RC, was from 17.8 to 9.2 FFP units/ 100 RC units during this period. The FFP units/100 RC units varied from 6 to 2 in three years; this index has been stable since then. With regard to the use in 1996, 162 patients received FFP, which represents 4% of all the transfusions in the hospital. Of these, 15 patients received only plasma (9% of the patients receiving FFP and 0.3% of all transfusions). Other blood components, mainly RC, were associated to FFP in 96% of the cases. The patients consuming more FFP units were those of heart surgery and intensive care units, with significant differences with respect to others. This study shows a steady decrease in the use of FFP, which is stable in the last years. The patients receiving only FFP represented a low number with respect to all the patients transfused. The follow-up of these patients might provide valuable data about the benefit of adding additional security processes to standard FFP.